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The new GT Hi-Cycle lift is a hybrid lift designed for continuous duty applications with  
minimal downtime.  It has the highest quality, industrial grade hydraulic and mechanical  

components available. It is packed with important features that set it clearly above 
 conventional lifts.  Platform sizes from 24” x 54” to as large as 48” x 78”. 

 
 Cartridge style main axle bushing >>>> The easily removable bearings housing makes change out of  

      the main axle pin bushings a breeze, so when maintenance is  
      required, downtime is minimal 

 
 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>  Reduces the possibility of system leakage and promotes seal life 
 
 No coast-no drift valve package >>>> Eliminate over travel with varying weights and minimizes drift down 

      where lift must maintain an extended elevation for long periods of time 
 
 Double acting hydraulic system >>>>  Controlled raising and lowering for predictable speeds whether loaded 

      or empty 
 
 Continuous running HPU >>>>  Provides long dependable service life with reduced long term  

      maintenance 
 
 Sealed needle bearing cam followers >> These hi-quality hard faced rollers are used on the legs to provide 

      smooth movement throughout the travel range 
 
 Removable, bolt-in wear strips >>>> These hardened surfaces for the cam followers promote long life and 

      they’re quick and easy to change when they wear out 
 
 Pivot pins are turned, ground    These oversized rock hard, smooth surfaces promote long  

polished and hard chromed >>>>  bushing life 
 
 Full width-straight through axles >>>> Increases stability and tracking throughout the travel range 
 
 Machined, one-piece clevis >>>>  Insures proper, square pin alignment for longer life 
 
 Clevis mounted DA* cylinder >>>> These hi-grade cylinders are pinned at both ends to ensure alignment 

      and promote long life 
 
 Heavy duty torque tubes >>>>  Improves stability as eccentric loads move on or off the platform 
 
 Pins, rollers and bushings >>>>   All bushings and bearings are lubricated-for-life  
 
 Heavy duty wire braided hoses >>>> Burst strength which are all 400% greater than the operating pressure 
 
 Full profiled 1” thick scissors legs >>>>  Maximum thickness where it is needed - at the main axle pin 
 
 
* Double acting 
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